Analyzing the system trajectory from the perspective of individual machines provides a distinctive approach for the analysis of the transient stability of power systems. These two-paper series propose a direct-time-domain method that is based on the individual-machine equal area criterion. In the first paper, by examining the mapping between the trajectory and power-vs-angle curve of an individual machine, the stability property that characterizes a critical machine is elucidated. The mapping between the system trajectory and the individual-machine equal area criterion is established. Furthermore, a unity principle between the individual-machine stability and system stability is proposed. It is proved that the instability of the system can be confirmed by finding any one unstable critical machine, enabling the monitoring of the transient stability of a multimachine system in an individual-machine manner in transient stability assessment.
In the last several decades, intense efforts have been made to apply transient stability analysis in power system operation [1] . Power system transient stability is typically assessed either through time-domain simulation or through transient energy methods. In recent years, in the field of time domain simulation, the high-speed transient stability simulation and parallel simulation techniques have made real-time simulations of large-scale power networks feasible [2] , [3] . Trajectory sensitivity methods based on time domain simulations are used in the determination of power flow limits and dynamic Var planning [4] , [5] . In addition, the use of some novel pattern recognition techniques that rely on phasor measurement units is also becoming a promising approach for predictions of the transient stability status of power systems [6] .
Compared to the time domain simulation, transient energy methods or direct methods also play an important role in power system transient stability analysis because these methods are advantageous for describing the system's ability to absorb the fault-on energy during the post-fault period. In early work, the Lyapunov method was demonstrated to yield conservative results. Since then, direct methods such as the CUEP method, the sustained fault method and the EEAC method have received considerable attention and achieved significant advances [7] , [8] . These methods monitor transient behaviors of all machines in the system in TSA and are also known as global methods. Recently, with the increasing penetration of renewable power plants and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, some novel application of the global methods, such as the integration of the global transient energy function and recloser probability distribution functions, have also been developed to provide a quantitative measure of probability of stability [9] .
Interestingly, unlike the global methods described above that show good performance in transient stability analysis, a few direct methods study the power system transient stability from the distinctive individual-machine standpoint because ''the instability of a multi-machine system is determined by the motion of some unstable critical machines if more than one machine tends to lose synchronism'' [10] , [11] . Stimulated by this individual-machine perspective, Vittal [12] and Fouad et al. [13] stated that the instability of the system depends on the transient energy of the individual machines, and IMEF was proposed. Stanton [14] [15] [16] performed a detailed machine-by-machine analysis of a multi-machine instability, and PEF was used to quantify the energy of a local control action. Later, EAC of the critical machine was applied in the PEF method to identify system stability [17] . Rastgoufard et al. [18] used a synchronous referred IMEF to determine the transient stability of a multimachine system. Haque [19] proposed an efficient individual-machine method to compute the CCT of the system under transients. Ando and Iwamoto [20] also presented a potential energy ridge, which can be used to predict the single-machine stability. Generally, among all of these individual-machine studies, the IMEF method and PEF method are quite representative and can be viewed as milestones in the history of the development of the individualmachine methods because they initially explained the fundamental structures, theories and provided a quite valuable underlying hypothesis. Although individual-machine methods were initially proved to be effective for transient stability analysis, these methods have been at a standstill in recent years. This is because the research of some crucial concepts of the individual-machine methods has been suspended. Key questions encountered by global analysts can be described as below:
(i) How to identify the stability of an individual machine? (ii) What is the relationship between the individual machine stability and system stability?
(iii) How to apply individual-machine method in the industrial large scale network?
These unsolved questions made individual-machine methods quite controversial compared with global methods. Among all these questions, (ii) is most widely questioned by global analysts [15] , [16] . Therefore, it is worthy to propose a novel individual-machine approach to solve the problems above, which may contribute to a new understanding about power system transient stability in an individual-machine manner.
B. SCOPE AND CONTRIBUTION OF THE PAPER
This two-paper series can be seen as clarification, correction and extension of the classic individual machine methods [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Our work aims to propose a novel direct-timedomain individual-machine method that can be applied in TSA of the actual industrial network. The first paper systematically elucidates the mechanism of the proposed method in the monitoring of the transient stability of a multi-machine system (for Questions (i) and (ii)). The companion paper applies the proposed method for TSA and CCT computation (for Question (iii)). In the first paper, based on the actual trajectory of the system trajectory during the transients, the Kimbark curve of a critical machine is first analyzed, and then the individual-machine equal area criterion (IMEAC) is proved to strictly hold for a critical machine. Second, following the trajectory stability theory, the concept of individualmachine trajectory (IMT) is proposed, and the mapping between the system trajectory and the Kimbark curve of an individual machine is established. Finally, the unity principle relationship between the individual-machine stability and system stability is proposed. It shows that IMT of any one unstable critical machine can drive the system trajectory to become unstable so that the transient stability of a multimachine system can be monitored in an individual-machine manner during TSA.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (i) The stability characterization of a critical machine is depicted via IMEAC. The proposed method is essentially different from the group-separation based IEEAC method, which provides an alternative way for power system transient stability analysis;
(ii) Mistakes regarding the stability characterization of a critical machine in [15] and [16] are corrected in this paper. This eliminates misunderstanding about the stability characterization of a critical machine existed in the previous works;
(iii) The unity principle explicitly describing the relationship between the individual-machine stability and system stability is proposed. This provides a potential that power system transient stability can be analyzed nonglobally.
In this paper, a critical machine is defined as the machine with advanced angle during the post-fault transient period [10] , [11] . We only discuss the first-swing stability of a critical machine, and the swing stability in this paper only depicts the stability state of a critical machine when the velocity of the machine reaches zero, rather than following the conventional global concept.
Three test systems are applied in this two-paper series. Test System-1 (TS-1) is a modified IEEE 39-bus system. In TS-1, the inertia constant of Unit 39 is modified to 200 p.u. from 1000 p.u.; Test System-2 (TS-2) is the standard IEEE 118-bus system. Test System-3 (TS-3) is a practical 2766-bus interconnected system. All faults are three phase short-circuits faults, which occurred at 0 s and are cleared without line switching. Fault types in this two-paper series are described in the form of [test-system, fault location, fault-on time]. The simulations of TS-1 and TS-2 are fully based on the classical model given in [13] . The simulations of TS-3 are based on complicated dynamic models, and the parameters of this system can be found in the companion paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, IMEAC of a critical machine is analyzed. In Section III, the Kimbark curves of both critical machines and non-critical machines that rely on the actual system trajectory in the multimachine system are analyzed. In Section IV, the mapping between IMT and the Kimbark curve of a critical machine is established. In Section V, the unity principle of the stability of the system and that of a critical machine is described in the sense of IMT. In Section VI, a tutorial example for the application of the proposed method in TSA is demonstrated. Conclusions are stated in Section VII.
II. INDIVIDUAL MACHINE EQUAL AREA CRITERION A. EQUATION OF MOTION OF AN INDIVIDUAL MACHINE
Conventionally, for a direct method based on the COI reference, ''an individual machine'' should be precisely expressed as ''an individual machine in COI reference''. For a n-machine system with rotor angle δ i and inertia constant M i , the motion of an individual machine i in the synchronous reference is governed by the differential equations
The position of the COI of the system is defined by
where
, the motion of COI is determined by
Eq.
(3) indicates that COI can also be seen as a virtual ''machine'' with its own equation of motion described as the aggregated motion of all machines in the system. The trajectory of the virtual COI machine in synchronous reference is shown in Fig. 1 .
Since machine i and COI are two ''individual'' machines with interactions, a two-machine system named as individual machine-virtual COI machine system (IVCS) can be formed by these two machines, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . The relative trajectory between a critical machine and the virtual COI machine in an IVCS is shown in Fig. 3 . Following (1) and (3), the relative motion between machine i and the virtual COI machine in an IVCS can be denoted asθ
Eq. (4) depicts the separation of an individual machine with respect to the COI of all machines in the system, which is essentially identical to the motion of an individual machine in the COI reference. Therefore, each individual machine in the COI reference should be precisely depicted as an IVCS formed by a ''pair'' of machines. However, in this paper, for historical reasons, the ''individual machine'' or ''critical machine'' is still used as a default term for simplification to represent the pair of the machines.
B. STRICT EAC CHARACTERISTIC OF AN INDIVIDUAL MACHINE
Since EAC only strictly holds in the one-machine-infinite-bus (OMIB) system and the two-machine system, the analysis in Section A is valuable because it indicates that EAC strictly holds for an individual machine as the IVCS is a precise twomachine system. Following Eq. (4), we have
Along the actual fault-on trajectory until fault clearing, we have
where f (F) i corresponds to f i during the fault-on period. Eq. (6) can be further expressed as
Along the actual post-fault trajectory after fault clearing, we have
where f (PF) i corresponds to f i during post-fault period. Eq. (8) can be further expressed as
Substituting (7) in (9) yields
A typical Kimbark curve [16] (power-vs-angle curve) of an unstable critical machine formulated with the actual simulated system trajectory in the θ i −f i space is shown in Fig. 4(a) . The rotor angles of the system are shown in Fig. 4(b) .
We assume that the Kimbark curve of the machine reaches the liberation point (P3) as shown in Fig. 4 . In this case, both of the integrals in Eq. (10) can be viewed as ''areas'', and the difference between the acceleration area and the deceleration area is the residual ''K.E.'' of the machine at the liberation point (P3). Therefore, the machine can be evaluated as unstable as long as the acceleration area is larger than the deceleration area (i.e., the residual K.E. is positive at the liberation point), and the machine can be evaluated as stable if the acceleration area is equal to the deceleration area (i.e., the residual K.E. is strictly zero at the liberation point). This fully proves that EAC strictly holds for an individual machine.
In power system transient stability analysis, critical machines are the few severely disturbed machines that are most likely to separate from the system, while non-critical machines are the slightly disturbed machines which oscillate during the post-fault period. Therefore, the transient behavior and corresponding Kimbark curve of a critical machine will be quite different from those of a non-critical machine. In the following work, the first task is to analyze the transient characteristic of the Kimbark curve of an individual machine because such analysis may reveal the fundamental difference between the Kimbark curve of an individual machine and that of the equivalent OMIB system as in the IEEAC method and the SIME method. In addition, some mistakes in [15] and [16] are also corrected.
III. KIMBARK CURVE OF AN INDIVIDUAL MACHINE A. KIMBARK CURVE OF AN UNSTABLE CRITICAL MACHINE
Based on numerical simulations, the representative Kimbark curve of a critical machine becoming unstable is shown in Fig. 5 (a). The corresponding system trajectory is shown in Fig. 5(b) . Machines 33, 34 and 39 are critical machines for the fault [TS-1, bus-34, 0.219s]. It can be seen from Fig. 5(a) that a critical machine first accelerates from P1 to P2 during the fault-on period and then decelerates from P2 to P3 after the fault is cleared. Once the system trajectory goes through P3, the critical machine will accelerate in the COI reference and will then separate from the system. Thus, P3 can be defined as the dynamic liberation point (DLP) of this unstable critical machine [15] .
Specifically, some critical machines may show negative velocities after fault clearing and finally anti-accelerate with time. In this case, the Kimbark curve of the critical machine would appear to be ''rotated'', as shown in Fig. 6 (a) .
It can be seen from Figs. 4-6 that the unstable case of the critical machine can be characterized by the occurrence of the DLP with f i of the machine being zerõ Eq. (11) corrects the instability characterization of the critical machine in [15] , [16] because these two studies neglected the anti-accelerating case as shown in Fig. 6(a) .
Following IMEAC, for an unstable critical machine, we have
Notice that only the mismatch (f i ) of machine i is zero, while mismatch values of the other machines are not zero at DLP i . For the case that more than one critical machine becomes unstable after fault clearing, each critical machine corresponds to its unique DLP.
From analysis above, the Kimbark curve of an unstable critical machine has a clear ''accelerating-deceleratingaccelerating'' characteristic. Since the Kimbark curve is formulated from actual simulated system trajectory, the Kimbark curve of an unstable critical machine and its corresponding DLP varies with the change of the faults. For instance, DLP 34 in Fig. 4(a) is different from that in Fig. 5(a) if the system is subject to a different fault. VOLUME 6, 2018 According to the above analysis, the Kimbark curve of an individual machine in the proposed method is somewhat similar to that of the OMIB system as in the IEEAC method and the SIME method. However, we emphasize that the EAC in the proposed method is based strictly on the Kimbark curve of an individual machine in the COI reference, which is quite different from that in the IEEAC method and the SIME method that is based on the equivalent OMIB system formed by the two groups of machines in a multi-machine system.
B. KIMBARK CURVE OF A STABLE CRITICAL MACHINE
The representative Kimbark curves of stable critical machines obtained by simulations are shown in Figs. 7(a-c) . The system trajectory is shown in Fig. 7(d) . Machines 33, 34 and 39 are the critical machines for the fault [TS-1, bus-34, 0.180s].
It can be seen from Figs. 7(a-c) that for a stable critical machine, the machine first accelerates from P1 to P2 during the fault-on period and then decelerates, and the velocity of the machine then reaches zero at P3. Therefore, the machine never goes through the DLP, i.e., −f i will not intersect with the horizontal zero line. Instead, −f i may turn upward or turn downward. Thus, the critical machine will not separate from the system and is maintained in a stable state in the first swing, so that P3 with zero velocity and the maximum angle can be defined as the dynamic stationary point (DSP) of the critical machine.
From analysis above, the stable case of the critical machine can be characterized by the occurrence of the DSP with the velocity of the machine equal to zero:
Eq. (13) corrects the stability characterization of the critical machine in [15] and [16] because these two studies neglected the anti-accelerating case as in Fig. 7(c) .
Following IMEAC, when a critical machine is stable, we have:
In the Kimbark curve of the stable critical machine, the DSP is the inflection point where −f i turns upward or downward. The DSP describes the first swing stability of a critical machine. At the DSP of the stable critical machine i, only the velocity of the critical machine i is zero, while the velocities of other machines are nonzero. For the case where two or more critical machines are stable after the fault clearing, each critical machine corresponds to its unique DSP. The Kimbark curve of a stable critical machine has a clear ''accelerating-decelerating'' characteristic before the occurrence of the DSP, and the DSP of a stable critical machine will vary with the changes of the faults. 
C. KIMBARK CURVE OF A CRITICAL-STABLE CRITICAL MACHINE
Following the stable and unstable characterization of a critical machine, once the critical machine is critically stable, the machine is still ''stable'' and −f i will inflect at the DSP of the critical stable machine (CDSP). However, the CDSP is special because it just falls on the zero horizontal line, which describes the critically stable state of the machine. Therefore, the critical stable case of a critical machine is characterized byω
The Kimbark curve of a critical stable machine and the corresponding system trajectory are shown in Figs. 8(a) and (b), respectively. In this case, Machine 34 is critically stable while Machines 33 and 39 are stable. 
D. KIMBARK CURVE OF A NON-CRITICAL MACHINE
Since non-critical machines are the majority of the machines that are slightly disturbed by faults, the non-critical machines generally maintain synchronism during the post-fault period. In other words, the non-critical machines may oscillate with time, and the Kimbark curves of the non-critical machines do not show a clear ''accelerating-decelerating'' behavior unlike the critical machines.
The distinctive feature of the Kimbark curve of the critical machine reveals the potential of using IMEAC in the evaluation of the stability of a critical machine. Therefore, the most crucial task for the multi-machine transient stability analysis is to describe the relationship between the stability of the system and that of the critical machines, which will be analyzed in the following sections.
IV. MAPPING BETWEEN TRAJECTORY AND KIMBARK CURVE OF AN INDIVIDUAL MACHINE A. INDIVIDUAL MACHINE TRAJECTORY
Theoretically, the transient stability of the system should be explicitly expressed as the transient stability of the ''system trajectory''. If a system becomes unstable, the separation of the machines in the system would occur along the time horizon. In this paper, the variation of the rotor angle of an individual machine along the time horizon is defined as the ''individual-machine trajectory'' (IMT). The results of a sample simulation for demonstrating the system trajectory and IMTs are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 . Machines 37, 38 and 39 are the critical machines in this case. The IMTs in Fig. 10 reveal a commonly observed phenomenon in the power transient stability, i.e., after fault clearing, the IMTs of the critical machines fluctuate most severely, and they are most likely to separate from the system. VOLUME 6, 2018 Comparatively, the IMTs of the non-critical machines fluctuate slightly and these machines hardly separate from the system.
Depicting the variation of the IMT in a mathematical form, the IMT of a critical machine becoming unstable is identical to the rotor angle of the machine in the COI reference becoming infinite with time, which can be expressed as
Comparatively, the stable IMT of a critical machine is identical to the rotor angle of the machine in COI reference being bounded with time, which can be denoted as
In Eq. (17), θ bound i is the upper boundary of θ i,t . Based on the analysis above, the original consideration of the trajectory stability of the system can be described as follows (i) If the IMTs of all critical machines are bounded, the separation of machines in the system is impossible, and the system can maintain the stable state.
(ii) If the IMTs of some critical machines become infinite with time, the separation of machines in the system is certain to occur, and the system would become unstable ( Figs. 10(a,b) ).
(iii) The IMTs of the non-critical machines always fluctuate slightly and they hardly separate from the system, so that the IMTs of the non-critical machines cannot cause the system to become unstable ( Fig. 10 (d) ).
The statements above can be seen as the foundation of the proposed method. Based on the angle of the trajectory stability, the slight fluctuations of the IMTs of the non-critical machines have no effect on the instability of the system. By contrast, the severely fluctuating IMTs of the critical machines are most likely to become infinite and cause the system to become unstable. Therefore, the following criterion is proposed for TSA: ''The system operator may only monitor stability of the IMTs of critical machines during post-fault transient period.
Furthermore, the prime objective of the system operator is to determine the IMTs of unstable critical machines among all critical machines in the system because only the IMTs of unstable critical machines may cause system to become unstable.''
B. 3-DIMENSIONAL KIMBARK CURVE OF A CRITICAL MACHINE
In transient stability analysis, a significant defect of observing the IMT is that it is quite difficult to describe the transient behavior of the machine. To solve this problem, it is necessary to map the stability analysis of the IMT in the t − θ i space to the θ i − f i space where IMEAC can be then used to analyze the individual-machine stability. To demonstrate the mapping between IMT and IMEAC, a 3-dimensional Kimbark curve (3DKC) of a critical machine in the t − θ i −f i space is proposed in this paper, as shown in Fig. 11 . All parameters in the 3DKC of the machine are fully formulated from the actual simulated system trajectory.
It can be seen from Fig. 11 that by using the 3DKC of the critical machine, the IMT of the critical machine in the t − θ i space is mapped to the Kimbark curve of the machine in the θ i − f i space, and the stability of a critical machine can be easily measured by the occurrence of the DLP or DSP in the Kimbark curve of this machine. This proves that the stability of the IMT of a critical machine can be identified via IMEAC.
We extend the concept of the 3DKC of an individual machine to the stability evaluation of a system with n machines. Following the definition of IMT, it is obvious that the system trajectory can be seen as the ''set'' that consists of IMTs of all individual machines in the system. The mappings between the system trajectory and the 3DKCs of all individual machines in the system are shown in Fig. 12 . Fig. 12 intuitively demonstrates the mechanism of using IMEAC for TSA. It can be seen from the figure that the system trajectory consists of n IMTs and each machine's IMT corresponds to its unique 3DKC; thus, the system trajectory can be easily mapped into n 3DKCs. Among all 3DKCs, considering that only the IMTs of the critical machines may cause the instability of the system, the system operator only needs to observe the 3DKCs of the critical machines by neglecting the 3DKCs of the non-critical machines. Inside the 3DKC of each critical machine, the stability of the machine is evaluated via IMEAC (i.e., the occurrence of the DLP or DSP). Once one or more critical machines are found to become unstable, the system can be determined to be unstable according to the trajectory stability theory.
V. UNITY PRINCIPLE A. ONLY-ONE-MACHINE MONITORING
Based on the analysis described in Section IV, since the instability of the system is determined by the IMTs of the unstable critical machines, the system operators can monitor the IMT of each critical machine in the system in parallel to identify the real unstable critical machine. This leads to the emergence of the following question: could the instability of the system be evaluated if the system operator does not monitor all critical machines?
We extend the trajectory monitoring to an extreme ''onlyone-machine'' approach. Taking the case in Fig. 10 as an example, one can find that the IMTs of critical machines 37 and 38 both become unstable. Assume that in an extreme case, the system operator does know that ten machines are operating in the system. However, he only focuses on Machine 37 and does not observe all the other machines in the system, as shown in Fig. 13 . In this extreme ''only-onemachine-monitoring'' case, could the system still be defined as unstable?
From Fig. 13 , one can see that in the COI reference, DLP 37 occurs at 0.776 s and θ 37 reaches 687 deg. at 1.500 s. In this extreme ''only-one-machine monitoring'' case, although the IMTs of all the other machines in the system are not monitored, it is quite obvious that the system cannot be maintained in a stable state because IMT 37 keeps separating from the system with time.
Theorem: Transient instability of any one IMT determines the transient instability of the system trajectory.
Proof: Using reductio ad absurdum, assume that the system is stable when an IMT in the system already becomes infinite with time. Following the trajectory stability theory, this assumption contradicts the sufficient and necessary condition for the maintenance of the system stability, i.e., the IMTs of all machines in the system should be bounded along the time horizon (Section IV); thus, the theorem holds.
Following the analysis above, the unity of the individualmachine stability and system stability can be expressed as follows:
(I ) The system can be considered to be stable if all critical machines are stable.
(II) The system can be considered to be unstable as long as any one critical machine is found to become unstable. Principles I and II substantially illustrate the unity of the individual-machine stability and system stability. Principle II is of particular interest because it reflects the fact that the transient stability of a multi-machine system may be monitored in an individual-machine manner, and the instability of the system can be determined by any one unstable critical machine without monitoring all critical machines in the system. This provides a quite novel individual-machine approach for the transient stability analysis in TSA.
B. OCCURRENCE OF MULTIPLE LOSPS OF THE SYSTEM
Following the unity principle, since each unstable critical machine may cause the system to become unstable, the DLP of each unstable critical machine can be seen as the loss-ofsynchronism point (LOSP) of the system. Therefore, multiple LOSPs may exist along the post-fault system trajectory if more than one critical machine becomes unstable. These LOSPs can be defined as follows:
Leading LOSP: The leading LOSP is defined as the first occurred DLP along the time horizon;
Lagging LOSP: The lagging LOSP is defined as the DLP that occurs later than the leading LOSP.
Based on the above definitions, the system can be considered as unstable once the leading LOSP or the lagging LOSPs are monitored. However, the leading LOSP is certainly the most valuable for the system operators because the system starts separating at this point, as shown in Fig. 14. C. MACHINE-BY-MACHINE STABILITY EVALUATION From the analysis above, it can be seen that in an actual TSA environment, the system operator may monitor each critical machine in parallel once the fault is cleared, and the stability of a critical machine can be identified once the corresponding DLP or DSP occurs in the Kimbark curve. However, since the DSPs and DLPs occur one after another along the post-fault system trajectory as analyzed in Section II, the stability of the critical machines in the system can only be identified in a ''machine-by-machine'' manner along the time horizon. Furthermore, during this process the system can be evaluated as unstable immediately once the leading LOSP occurs without waiting for the stability evaluations of the rest of the critical machines. A tutorial example will be provided in the next section to demonstrate the application of the IMEAC in TSA.
VI. A TUTORIAL EXAMPLE A. PARALLEL MONITORING
The case [TS-1, bus-2, 0.430s] is provided here to demonstrate the machine-by-machine stability evaluation when using the proposed method in TSA. The simulated system trajectory is shown in Fig. 15 .
In Fig. 15 , once the fault is cleared, Machines 37, 38 and 39 are identified as the critical machines. Therefore, the system operator monitors the IMTs of these three critical machines in parallel by neglecting that of the non-critical machines. Along the time horizon, the system operator focuses especially on the following points in time. The stability of the system is determined as follows: DLP 38 occurs (0.614 s): DLP 38 is defined as leading LOSP, and the system is considered to be unstable.
DLP 37 occurs (0.776 s): DLP 37 is defined as lagging LOSP, yet the system has already been unstable for a while.
From the analysis above, DLP 38 and DLP 37 are the leading LOSP and lagging LOSP, respectively. f i of all machines in the system at the instant of the occurrence of DLP 37 (0.776 s) are shown in Table 1 . It can be seen from Table 1 that at 0.776 s only f 37 is zero, while f i of other machines are not zero so that DLP 37 is only the acceleration point for Machine 37, which is meaningless for the stability evaluation of the other critical machines in the system.
B. ONLY-ONE-MACHINE MONITORING
For the case given in Fig. 15 , assume that the system operator monitors only one critical machine and does not monitor the other two critical machines. Under these circumstances, three different cases are shown as follows:
1) ONLY MACHINE 38 IS MONITORED
In this case, the system can be considered to be unstable by only monitoring the unstable Machine 38 via the unity principle, and the leading LOSP is obtained.
2) ONLY MACHINE 37 IS MONITORED
In this case, the system can also be evaluated as unstable by only monitoring the unstable Machine 37. However, the leading LOSP cannot be obtained. Only the lagging LOSP is obtained.
3) ONLY MACHINE 39 IS MONITORED
In this case, the system operator cannot evaluate whether the system is stable or not by only monitoring the stable Machine 39, thus the rest of the critical machines still need to be monitored to finally confirm the instability of the system.
The individual-machine monitoring cases above indicate that each critical machine's ''status'' for transient stability analysis in the system is different, and this will be analyzed in the companion paper.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Through the analysis presented in this paper, the following conclusions can be reached:
(i) EAC is proved to strictly hold for a critical machine. The Kimbark curve of a critical machine exhibits a strong ''accelerating-decelerating'' behavior.
(ii) The critical machines are most likely to separate from the system, and the system operator may only focus on analyzing the stability of the critical machines.
(iii) A critical machine becoming unstable in θ i − f i space is identical to the IMT of the critical machine becoming unstable in t − θ i space.
(iv) The unity principle indicates that monitoring of the transient stability of the multi-machine system can be treated in an individual-machine approach, and the transient instability of the multi-machine system can be determined by the evaluation for any one unstable critical machine.
In the companion paper, the application of the IMEAC and individual-machine stability evaluation will be analyzed, which may demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in TSA.
